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Cutting out a Base for your 
Robot 

by Bill Harrison 

Most mobile robots, that I've seen, use a 
base to mount everything to. I've also seen wire 
frames, things strapped to one component (such as 
a battery), and uni-body construction. Using a 
base seems to be the easiest way to go in most 
cases. I'm going to explain how to cut out and 
finish a robotic base. 

The first step is getting a rough idea of 
how you want your robot to be built. I'd suggest 
doing a drawing and including information on size 
and placement of the components. Be sure to 
leave a *lot* of extra room, as you will probably 
need it. Some extra room on the base is a lot 
better than having nowhere to mount the whirligig 
you forgot about. 

Next, decide on the material to make the 
base out of. The greatest consideration is to use 
what you can get easily and inexpensively. But be 
sure it's strong enough and can be sawn, drilled, 
and sanded. Salvaging is a good method, either 
finding things around the garage, or even a 
salvage place such as Boeing Surplus. Boeing 
Surplus is a great place to buy salvaged aircraft 
aluminum, which machines w~ll. we_lds w~ll • . 
and/or is *very* strong. Some places sell new 
material as well as salvage, such as Laird Plastics. 
Laird sells small pieces of Acrylic (clear and 
brittle), Polycarbonate (clear, stiff-but flexible), 
Acetyl (opaque white, machinable), and so on. 
And there are places in between new and salvage, 
such as Metal Shorts; Metal Shorts sells small 
pieces of aluminum and steel. They are great, 
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even though they are expensive, because most 
new material places want to sell you large pieces, 
such as 4 by 8 feet, and several of them too! Of 
course, some of the best places are hobby shops, 
lumber stores, and Hardware stores. And the list 
is endless. 

The easiest base to make is cut out of a flat 
piece of material. The diagram on page two 
shows a generalized base to show some of the 
techniques in forming a robot base. I chose this 
shape because it isn't likely you will run across a 
piece of material like it, and it looks impressive 
when you are finished; however, these principles 
work for whatever shape you need. In the next 
article, I'll show you how to drill holes, tap 
threads, use screws, and use pop rivets. For now 
I'm just going to address cutting out the base. 

From your drawing of the base you want 
to "lay out" the base's shape on the material. 
Somehow you need to actually draw the shape of 
the base on the material. Sheet plastic, such as 
polycarbonate, has a paper protective sheet on it 
which can be drawn on by pencil. I've drawn on 
metal with an ultra fine point "Sharpie" pen; but 
scratching with a scribe works too. Another 
technique is to draw on paper or plastic and glue it 
to the material. I've even gotten special plastic, 
with sticky on one side, that can be laser printed 
and stuck to the material from a business supply 
st<;>re such as Keeney's office products. 

Observe safe use of tools, and most of all: 
USE EYE SHIELDS to protect your eyes from 
flying particles, even when filing. 

I then saw out the rough shape using a 
hack saw, coping saw, or whatever works. Be 
sure to leave some material to allow shaping and 
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Figure 1 : How to cut out a robot base 
using a material that can be sawn and filed SRS-E195.DWG 



smoothing. The better you are at cutting, the less 
material you need to leave, and it's good not to 
have to file too much off. Watch out if you take 
too much off when cutting-you can't put it back. 
For the first time leave plenty, and as you get a 
feel for it you can cut closer to the line. 

Also you don't have to follow the curve 
exactly. For example, you may be cutting a 
curved piece with a saw that cuts straight. Go 
ahead and cut straight in several little cuts with 
little corners, then rough file to shape (see lower 
left blow up on the next page). Note that outer 
radius' are done the same way (see upper right 
blow up). 

Large circular holes can be done with a 
hole saw. Cut half way through the material on 
one side, turn the base over and continue on the 
other side 'till the hole is done. This way you 
don't have a break-through problem that can 
damage the base. Then you rough-file the hole to 
clean up the little ridge and saw marks. 

I use the round side of a file that's flat on 
one side and rounded on the other. If you use a 
file that is too fine, it will clog up with the material 
and make filing *very* labor intensive. If it's too 
rough, it will jamb and get stuck easily. So the 
rougher the better, unless it's difficult to work 
with. Care must be used when filing brittle 
material, such as Acrylic, as it will chip easily; so 
don't use too rough of a file on these. 

Then file smooth with a fine file, using 
light pressure, and cleaning the chips from the 
teeth often. File a little flat on the corners, or as 
they say: "break the edge". Note that until the 
comers are broken, be careful: EDGES CAN BE 
VERY SHARP. Finally, sand it smooth. Be 
careful not to sand the other surfaces, as it will 
make scuff marks that are very hard to get off 
later. 

For irregular holes, drill holes at sharp 
turns and use a coping saw to cut it out. Leave 
some material, and finish the same way as the hole 
saw described above: For corners, first use a 
drill, then rough file the comer to s~ape. If the 
robot base is to be flexed in use-avoid comers
as this is where cracks will start. 

This all sounds simple, but it does take a 
lot of talent to make the base come out looking 
good. The talent c?mes from good old ~a~hioned: 
"getting a feel for 1t". I'd suggest practtcmg on a 
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scrap piece 'till you are comfortable with trying it 
on the base you wish to use. A very professional 
looking base can be made by hand. 

Good luck on your bases. 
Tinker ( Bill Harrison) 
Bill Harrison 
Sine Robotics 
19420 NE 179th St. 
Woodinville, WA 98072 
(206) 788-0160 
sinerobt@halcyon.com 

Editor's Notes: 

This is the first issue of the Encoder for us 
as editors. We have benefited from SRS and the 
Encoder over the years, and hope that our 
contributions in the future will be a mutually 
rewarding experience for us as well as the SRS 
members and Encoder readers. 

Shannon: I am very excited to be a 
part of the Seattle Robotics Society Encoder and 
am looking forward to its evolution and to 
working with all of you in the future. The SRS 
has been a great source of learning, sharing, and 
inspiration for Tom and for me-I've discovered a 
new interest.. I hope you benefit from SRS· and 
this newsletter as well. 

... Happy Robot Building!!! 

TO m : I have been an active SRS 
member since I first saw a flyer for SRS at Vetco 
back in the Winter of 1993. Since then SRS has 
been a source of information and motivation for 
me. I look forward to our monthly meetings for 
that surge of energy and ideas which follows. I 
still am fascinated with the mixture of talents in the 
SRS membership. There are so many diverse 
fields which are incorporated into building a robot 
that it really pushes me into exploring other fields. 
My background is in digital electronics and 
programming. This leaves me struggling in the 
fields - of • analog electronics, sensors, motor 
control, and mechanics. I have picked up a variety 
of techniques and useful informa~on in all of th~se 
fields from attending SRS meettngs and talking 
with SRS members. One central focus for me 
during this process has been the SRS newsletter, 
the Encoder. At the time I joined SRS, the 
Encoder editor was Bob Nansel. Bob's efforts 
with the Encoder, for how many years I don't 
know, have been exemplary. I only hope that I 
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can carry on Bob's leadership and enthusiasm in a 
nurturing way for the SRS membership. I know it 
will take a few months to settle into a format 
which feels right to us. Please give us any 
feedback (the good as well as the bad) to help us 
evolve the Encoder into a newsletter which is 
helpful to you. 

One aspect of robotics which I would like 
to explore in the coming months is that which this 
newsletter is named for: Encoders. I must admit 
that for the few years I've been building robots, 
I've never once built one which could sense its 
own movement. That's the basic concept behind 
an encoder: to witness circular movement of a 
mechanical device. I would like to explore various 
methods of using encoders with robots and detail 
them here for us all to use. You will notice the 
Encoder logo changing every month. My intent is 
to provide different encoder patterns which you 
can photo-copy and actually use in a robot. They 
will be of different sizes and different patterns. 
The ones with many circles in them look cool; but 
are they the most useful? Stay tuned as I explore 
the practical use of encoders with our robots. 

Audience participation: Looking at the 
success of past Encoders, it is clear that what has 
made it a success is the articles written by the SRS 
members. I have gotten commitments from the 
SRS officers to include their "words of wisdom" 
in this, and future issues of the Encoder. Thanks 
guys, it really makes a difference. We also have 
an article by Bill Harrison for this issue, with 
ideas for follow-on articles (thanks Bill). What is 
needed to make the Encoder truly successful is 
articles written by you (yes, you). Each of you 
has a unique perspective on robotics and related 
technology. Sharing what you know will benefit 
all of us. Don't think; "I can't do an article on that, 
I've never seen that in an Encoder before". 
Whatever "that" is would most likely make an 
excellent Encoder article. The reason you haven't 
seen it in an Encoder before is because you 
haven't written it yet. We need articles covering 
the whole gammet of issues involved, even 
remotely involved, with robots and related __ 
technology. The artic1es can be-how-to articles, 
reviews of things ( devices, books, web-sites, 
tools, toys, events, other cool stuff), your latest 
circuit, your latest program, your latest sensor, or 
whatever. And don't think that what you have to 
say won't interest others. _If it's of interest to yo~, 
if you struggled to learn 1t and the knowledge 1s 
now valuable to you, then I'm sure others will 
also find it interesting and beneficial. Also, don't 
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think that you don't know enough to write about, 
or that you can't write an advanced article. We 
need articles which cover the whole gammit of 
experience, from the simple articles to the 
advanced. I hope that the Encoder can be used by 
people just starting to explore the robotics field. If 
all of the Encoder articles are talking way over 
their heads, we've just lost them. So please, if 
you are just learning something, don't assume that 
you are the last one to learn it. Share your 
experience with the SRS members through the 
Encoder so that others can build on your 
knowledge and experience. 

Thanks for your support.. Tom Dickens 
tpd6908@yak.ca.boeing.com 

Potpourri from the office of the 
Secretary . .. 

It appears that SRS is on the cutting edge 
of forging a mutually beneficial relationship with 
Renton Technical College. I can't wait until we 
have our first meeting there. 

Thanks to Tom and his wife Shannon for 
taking over the duties of editor of the Encoder. 
They can count on me to contribute something 
every month. 

I am making good progress on my CCNC 
machines and will have two new machines for the 
Robothon in November. 

Work hard on your robots and stay 
focused. 

Dan Mauch: dmauch@dmauch.seanet.com 

From the office of the Prez 

I am quite excited by recent developments 
with the SRS. It appears that we have found a new 
location for our meetings by hooking up with the 
Renton Technical College. We are tentatively 
-working---towards -moving our regular meetings to 
this new location starting with the October 
meeting. We are still working out the details, so 
stay tuned to the Encoder. We plan to send notices 
out on all channels when this happens. 

I fully expect that it will be a great union 
between our two organizations. We will benefit by 
having a regular meeting place tl_lat is supported ~y 
the college, and an influx of bnght and energetic 
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college students who share our interests in 
robotics and motion control. The college will gain 
a sustained core of knowledge and experience that 
can be used to add value to their program, and I 
certainly hope we will be able to work together to 
bring more students into the engineering 
profession. I think there will be opportunities 
forthcoming from this, such as a mentoring 
program for us to help students, the potential for 
some joint projects, and a lot of eager participants 
for some of our events. 

I was very pleased to see a strong turnout 
for the Robothon '95 event. It was a lot of fun for 
all. I would like to thank everyone who 
participated for helping make this a great event. I 
would especially like to point out the 
organizational efforts made by Tom Dickens, Bill 
Harrison, and Dick Martin. It wouldn't have 
happened without your efforts. 

Looking ahead, we are poised to organize 
another Robothon event in November, which I 
believe holds a number of interesting opportunities 
for our group in getting exposure to a larger 
number of people, and holds a promise for 
perhaps starting a yearly event that involves SRS, 
Renton Technical College, NAIF, and others. 

So, lets polish up those projects, and 
prepare to put on a great show in November. 

Kevin Ross: kevinro@microsoft.com 

The Vice President Says . 

Just got back from Robothon '95; what a 
gas! About 40 SRS members showed up, and 
there were robots as far as the eye could see. 
Well, OK, maybe not that many, but the robots 
did outnumber the humans, which is pretty 
impressive. 

R-95 took place at Renton Technical 
College, a new venue for ~s. ~om Dicken_s, B~ll 
Harrison, and Dick Martm did a super Job m 
setting up the SRS connection with RTC, and in 
getting the site for us. Looks like the SRS will be 
moving to R TC in the next month or so; st~y 
posted for details. The SRS also owes a big 
"Thank you!" to Peter Safelund and Steve of 
RTC, for giving us access to such a cool robo
site. 

For those unable to attend, the room was 
about 60 feet long and 20 feet wide, with plenty of 
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two-seat desks, lots of empty floor and wall 
space, and even a TV with VCR at one end. We 
managed to set up six contests simultaneously, 
complete with trials, and still have plenty of room 
left over for spontaneous technical discussions and 
hacking. 

Obviously, not everything went perfectly. 
The event schedule was down the stank before the 
first hour was up. Honestly, I don't know any 
group of people less able to stay on schedule than 
a horde of robo-hackers. 

We have to get better organized for the 
next Robothon. For example, I want to see an 
official sign-up sheet at each event, maintained by 
the event champion and double-checked by an 
officer. 

One contestant was simply left out of the 
RDM event, because the event schedule was so 
bollixed-up that the contest ran after he left for 
lunch. If we had a sign-up sheet, the champion 
would at least have known that a contestant was 
missing. 

Which brings up the subject of lunch. 
Because the schedule went to hell so quickly, 
lunch became an ill-defined stretch of time nearly 
two hours long. This meant half the attendees 
were off somewhere looking for food when we 
should have been running events. 

For the next Robothon, I want to see a 
rigid schedule, carefully followed, with a specific 
time for lunch. This isn't some anal-retentive rant; 
a screwed-up schedule hurts attendees, 
contestants, and audience alike. Let's do a better 
job next time. 

But R-95 had far more pluses than 
minuses. To me, the artistic contest showed the 
most creativity. Marvin Green put together a 
machine he called Spaz, built of a plastic coffee 
cup turned upside down, and mounted on three 
felt pens. The robot used the felt pens, points 
down, as legs, and danced across the paper, 
leaving its drawing behind. 

Bill Bailey cobbled in a program for his 
dead-reckoning robot (see below) so the machine 
repeatedly drew a complicated pattern of lines. 
Each copy of the pattern shifted slightly from the 
previous copy, leaving a precession of designs 
across the paper. Very well done, and worthy of 
• first place. 
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I got my clock cleaned in this contest; my 
modified Dancer came in a solid last place out of 
about eight contestants. I should have received 
some handicap points, since I don't do graphics, 
but you won't see me whining about it... 

Bill Bailey's stepper-based robot took the 
dead-reckoning navigation event. This contest 
requires an autonomous robot to move in a straight 
line for two meters, tum 45 degrees, then move 
another two meters. The robot's ending point is 
measured against a tiny target spot; the robot 
closest to the mark wins. 

Bill's machine parked just 5/16" from the 
end-point, though robots entered by Gary 
Teachout and Ken Birdwell did very well, also. 

Four contestants entered the line-following 
contest. Because no one was ready for a level-two 
maze, this event used a level-one format. This 
means the line contained no loops, intersections, 
or crosses; just a single, unbroken line to the 
finish. 

CBE-1, my venerable line-follower from 
the 1992 Yards o' Robots contest, has been 
definitely outclassed, finishing third. Gary 
Teachout's speedy little ··•bof had no real 
competition, finishing the course in an average of 
6.5 seconds over three runs. Tom Dicken's 
machine had a lock on second, but Bill Harrison's 
'bot had some type of performance anxiety, and 
didn't get going. Next time, Bill! 

Maybe the most exciting aspect of R-95 
concerned the youngest competitors. We had 
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robots built and run by kids as young as nine or 
ten. We had lots of other kids watching the show 
and realizing that they, too, could build a robot. 
And we had plenty of Dads and Moms anxious to 
help their kids get started on a robot. Looks like 
the SRS has a supply of future robot builders! 

In sum, this was a great event for all. Tom 
and his crew deserve special thanks for pulling all 
of this together. And the SRS gets a big hand for 
cleaning the place up at the end of the event. 
Good job, one and all. 

Karl Lunt: karl@mav.com 
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Robothon '95 Results: 
by Tom Dickens 

Posted by me to the SRS listserver 
following Robothon '95: "I just got home, 
unpacked the truck, set the study back up (the 
electronics workshop will have to wait), and took 
a nice relaxing bath. Reflecting upon the day, I 
really enjoyed the diversity shown, as well as the 
friendly, cooperative atmosphere. It all made for 
an excellent day!!!" 

Posted by Bill Harrision: "It was a 
*fantastic* Robothon. You really missed 
something if you weren't there. There was a lot 
going on ( it wouldn't have fit into our meeting 
room at all ), but the event that impressed me was 
the robot art competition. There were dozens of 
art renderings made, and many of them were 
superb!" . 

Some of Bill Harrison's ro ots. 

Robothon '95 Schedule of Events: 
Start Time Event. ................................................................ Event Sponsor 

9:30 setup 
10: 00 Sumo Qualifications : ......................................... Bill Harrison 
10: 3 0 Line Following : ................................................... Karl Lunt 
11 : 00 Dead Reckoning : ................................................. Kevin Ross 
11 : 3 0 Rapid Deployment Maze : ................................ Dick Martin 
12:00 LUNCH 
12:30 LUNCH 

1: 00 Sumo : ...................................................................... Bill Harrison 
1 : 3 0 Grano ·Maze : ...................................................... ::.Keith Pa yea 
2:00 FloorShow: ........................................................... Keith Payea 
2:45 Robot Artist Judging : ....................................... Tom Dickens 
3:00 Wrap-up - Results - Awards : ...................... . Kevin Ross 
3: 3 0 Cleanup : ................................................................. SRS 
4:00 Adjourn 

Note: The robot artist event will run as needed throughout the day. 
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As the advocate for Robothon '95, I'd like 
to thank you all for a very successful event! Karl 
counted about 40 people attending, and someone 
else counted 57 robots; quite a good turnout. I 
apologize for the confusion for the schedule 
during the day. As I posted a schedule, I was 
hoping that the sponsor for each event would take 
control of running things during their scheduled 
time; but I see now that an overall ringleader, or 
master of ceremonies, is needed. Next time we 
need to find someone with a strong voice to fulfill 
this role. Next time we should also have sign-up 
sheets for all of the contests to know what level of 
participation each event will have, as well as 
ensuring that no one is left out of an event they 
planned and worked for. 

Speaking of a next event, let's start 
planning for one now. Everyone I talked to agrees 
that they would like to see a fo llow-on event 
before the end of the year. It was suggested to call 
it "Robothon '95 - Encore". I like it. We can take 
the momentum produced from August's event and 
carry it into a November event. Let's talk about it 
at the next SRS meeting ... 

With the help of some of the participants of . 
Robothon '95, I've pieced together rriost of what 
occurred. I know that there are some names left 
off and I regret that. I didn't take notes during the 
day, and I don't know quite a few of you who 
participated. Having people and proj~cts there 
which I had never seen before was qmte fun. I 
especially liked the robot sculptures; they added a 
"robot air" to the room. There were numerous 
robots and other electronic oddities which I was 
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only starting to investigate when the day drew to a 
close. For the next Robothon event I would like 
to ensure that at least 2 or 3 "SRS reporters" 
interview all of the projects and people attending. 
I was glad that I brought my Mac and its digital 
camera to get pictures of things. I tried to get 
pictures of all of the different robots and projects 
there, but again, the day ended all too soon. I'm 
including here the pictures of the robots I did get. 
Next time I also want to take pictures of the people 
as well as robots. (By the way, if anyone has any 
pointers, I'd like to pick up a Mac laptop which 
works with the camera so I can be mobile next 
time.) 

nton. 

Here are the results of the various events. 
I was very encouraged by the level of participation 
in the events; I saw some extremely imaginative 
and creative robots. And while not every robot 
can win (or even move), I look at all the 
participating robots as winners. They contributed 
to an entertaining day and I'm sure they all helped 
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to encourage and motivate the audience and fellow 
competitors. I would like to extend my sincere 
thanks to all of you who participated in Robothon 
'95. I would also like to thank all of the event 
sponsors for all of their hard work, to Marvin 
Green for providing BOTBoards for each of the 
winners, to Bill Harrison for his dedicated work in 
the sumo contest, and to Renton Technical College 
for their help and facilities. 

Now the Results: 

Each of the results has a brief description 
of the event. The next issue of the Encoder will 
have complete rules for all of the events: 

Line Followine: The robots were timed as 
they followed a black line on white butcher paper. 
The best time of 3 runs is used. I don't have the 
exact times, but I think I remember them within a 
second or two. We are planning to have an 
advanced version of the line following contest in 
which the robots must map a line maze and 
determine the best route. 

1) Gary Teachout (about 6 seconds) 
2) Tom Dickens (about 17 seconds) 
3) Karl Lunt (about 21 seconds) 
4) Bill Harrison 
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Dead Reckonine: This event required a 
robot to start at a fixed point, travel 2 meters 
forward, tum 45 degrees to the right, travel 
another 2 meters, and stop. Contestants were 
judged on the distance between the sight on their 
robot and the target point. 

1) Bill Bailey - 5/16" 
2) Gary Teachout - 11/16" 
3) Ken Birdwell - 2" 

Sumo: There is a 5' sumo ring, which is 
black with a white edge. Two robots are placed in 
the ring and have 3 minutes to push the other robot 
out of the ring. There were two planned entry 
weight limits, one and three kilograms. No one
kilogram sumo robot qualified. The winners in 
the three kilogram are: 

1) Tom Dickens 
2) Robert Jorgenson 

not quite running - Bill Harrison 
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RPM <Rapid Deployment Maze): Small 
5"x5"x5" maximum robots are controlled by a 
human operator using a tether. The robot is 
steered through a maze where it grabs a ping-pong 
ball. It then goes to the goal in the maze and 
pushes the ping-pong ball into the goal. 

1) Karl Lunt 
2) Marvin Green 

Pi ngPong Ba 11 

RDM Robots: Karl's and Marvin's. 
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Robotic Artist: A robot and a 30"x30" 
piece of white butcher paper are combined to 
produce a work of art. All contestants drove on 
the paper with one or more felt pens (the rules 
allow for all sorts of creation). The winner was 
selected by audience applause and Keith Payea's 
clap-o-meter. 

1) Bill Bailey 
Isa Harrison 
Karl Lunt 
Kevin Ross 
Tom Dickens 
Marvin Green 
I know there were at least 1 or 2 more ... 
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Grand Maze; The robot must navigate 
through a maze constructed of 2' high plywood on 
a 2' grid. The fastest time through the maze is the 
winner. The robot can remember the maze for 
additional runs, but I don't think we have any 
robots which do this (yet). 

1) Kevin Ross (robot RoboPet) 
many other robots also participated. 

Sorry, Kevin slipped out before I got a picture. 

Floor Show: This is the robot's chance to 
do whatever it does. As the vote is by audience 
vote (and Keith Payee's clap-o-meter), cuteness 
counts. The Robothon '95 winner was an 
extremely creative and technically/mechanically 
exquisite piece of work by Bill Harrison. His 
Johnny Walker Jr. robot is a fully autonomous 
walking (and turning) robot with a Basic stamp 
controller and IR collision detection, and operates 
on a single servo motor. If you haven't seen it up 
close you've missed a marvelous achievement 

1) Bill Harrison with "Johnny Walker Jr." 
Karl Lunt with an IR avoider robot. 
Bill Bailey (I think it was him) with a 

"BatMan Wand". 
Isa Harrison - Robo Mouse. 
Bill Harrision - Wizard. 
Someone's boy with a "clapper robot" . .. 
Tom Dickens - 4-processor, 4-legged 

walker (not yet walking). 
Gary Teachout with "Lutz" (or something 

close), a light follower. 
Seth LaForge - A real cool spinning 

display: A CalTech student, interning 
at Microsoft this summer. 

I know there were others ... 
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Johnny Walker Jr won 1st place in the Floor 
Exercise - built by Bill Harrison. 

Thanks again for the support in making 
this a fun day! I'm already getting pumped for the 
next one. For the past couple or years I've 
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thought it would be fairly easy to build a robot for 
the ROM event, but I've never built one. The 
event looks like a lot of fun since you control the 
robot using a joystick-like controller. Well, I just 
finished building one; a simple 3-servo robot 
controlled by a BOTBoard. Two servos (modified 
for continuous rotation) are used for the drive 
wheels, and the third servo is used for the ping
pong ball grabber (you'll have to see this to 
believe it). I've build a controller for it for testing. 
I think I'll go back down to the basement now to 
program it. See you all at the Robothon '95 
Encore ... 
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About the Seattle Robotics Society: The Seattle Robotics Society was formed in 1982 to 
serve those interested in learning about and building robots. We are a diverse group of professionals and 
amateurs, high-school students and college professors, engineers and tinkerers. Our passion is the 
creation of cybernetic creatures that challenge the old definitions of life, intelligence and practically. We 
meet 10:00 am to 12:00 noon (with ocasionbal afternoon technical sessions) on the third Saturday of 
every month at North Seattle Community College in room 1652 (we are planning a move to Renton 
Technical College (RTC) in the near future). If you are building a robot or just planning one, come down 
and meet the gang. We are on an exciting journey and welcome you to join us. 
Contributors: Editors: Tom and Shannon Dickens. Copy and Distribution: Jim Cox. 
Contributing Authors: Karl Lunt, Kevin Ross, Bill Harrison, Dan Mauch, Tom Dickens. 
Upcoming Events: September SRS meeting: 9/16 at NSCC. October SRS meeting: 10/21, 
possibly at RTC. Robothon '95 Encore -to be announced. 
Contacts: SRS WWW site: http://www.hhhh.org/srs/ 

To submit articles or ideas for the Encoder, contact: 
Tom Dickens at tpd6908@yak.ca.boeing.com, phone (206) 865-6122. 
Encoder Distribution: Jim Cox: j.cox39@genie.geis.com 
President: Kevin Ross: kevinro@microsoft.com 
Vice Pres.: Karl Lunt: karl@mav.com 
Secretary: Dan Mauch: dmauch@dmauch.seanet.com 
Author: Bill Harrison: sinerobt@halcyon.com 

Seattle Robotics Society 
P. 0. Box 665 
Mill Creek, WA 98012 

Membership: Membership is $15 per year. 
Back Issues: Back issues of the Encoder are available for $1.50 mailed (only $1.00 if picked up at 
an SRS meeting). Contact Karl Lunt for back issues. 
Renewals: Please note that the number on your mailing label is the number of your last Encoder 
issue. To ensure continued service, PLEASE renew your ,e,bership before it expires. 
SRS Encoder Information Request: So that we can update our membership information 
and provide you with the best service we can, please fill in the following information and return to Jim 
Cox at the SRS address. Put an 'X' in the box for a field if you want the information kept confidential. 

D Name: First M/1 Last 

D Title (if needed for delivery): 

D Company Name (if needed for delivery): 

• Addre&<;: 

Cit_y I Staie (countrv) lzIP 
D Home Phone Number: D Work Phone Number: 

• E-mail: 

Thanks! Jim Cox 
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Seattle Robotics Society 
P. 0. Box 665 
Mill Creek, WA 98012 

What's Inside #100 
New Editor's Notes 

Cutting out a base for your robot 

Words of wisdom from SRS 

officers 

Results from Robothon '95 

SRS Information 

stamp 

Two-time winner from Robothon '95. See inside for details. 
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